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You don’t need to be a sushi chef in order to make fresh sushi in your own kitchen. All you

need is to learn a few secret tricks and techniques that have long since been kept secret until

now.If you love sushi, then make sure to check out this sushi cookbook. By the end of this

sushi cookbook, you will be making homemade sushi just like the pros! With the help of over

25 sushi recipes, you will learn to prepare authentic sushi recipes such as:• Lentil and

Vegetable Sushi• Susharito• California Sushi Rolls• Sashimi Salad• Godzilla Rolls• Vegetable

and Quinoa Sushi• Volcano Rolls• Teriyaki Sushi Burger• Vegan Sushi Rolls• and even more!

So, what are you waiting for?Grab a copy of this cookbook and start making your own sushi as

soon as today!
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written for informative purposes. While the author has taken every possible step to ensure

accuracy, all readers are advised to follow information at their own risk. The author cannot be

held responsible for personal and/or commercial damages in case of misinterpreting and

misunderstanding any part of this BookThanks for Purchasing My Book! Here’s Your

Reward! Thank you so much for purchasing my book! As a reward for your purchase, you can

now receive free books sent to you every week. All you have to do is just subscribe to the list

by entering your email address in the box below and I will send you a notification every time I

have a free promotion running. The books will absolutely be free with no work at all from you!

Who doesn’t want free books? No one! There are free and discounted books every day, and an

email is sent to you 1-2 days beforehand to remind you so you don’t miss out. It’s that

easy! Table of ContentsIntroductionMediterranean Tortilla SushiSweet Cherry Sushi

RollVegetable OnigirazuLentil and Vegetable SushiVegan Sushi RollsTeriyaki Sushi
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RollConclusionAuthor's AfterthoughtsAbout the AuthorIntroduction Sushi has become

increasingly popular in Western countries over the past few years. It has become so popular in

fact, 1 out of 3 adults have tried sushi in their lifetime. Whether you are a fan of seafood or are

a sushi lover like myself, the plethora of sushi options available makes it one of the most

versatile dishes on the planet.The most common types of sushi that you will find today often

consist of rice mounds packed or topped off with mounds of fresh raw seafood and vegetables

all wrapped together in a seaweed wrapped package. However, you can also find sushi in

various forms such as sushi bowls, rolled sushi, sashimi or even pressed sushi. Sushi can be

made with virtually any vegetable known to man as well as with virtually any filling as well.What

makes sushi unappealing is how expensive it can be, hence why many sushi lovers are turning

to making sushi within the comfort of their own home. If that is what you are trying to

accomplish, then this is certainly the perfect cookbook for you. Throughout the pages of this

cookbook, not only will you learn how to make homemade sushi, but you will also discover

secret sushi making techniques that only renowned sushi chefs know of.So, let’s stop wasting

time and get to cooking!Mediterranean Tortilla Sushi This is a delicious sushi dish to start off

with whenever you are craving authentic Mediterranean cuisine. Made with hummus and

microgreens, this is one dish you can’t go wrong with.Makes: 2 servingsTotal Prep Time: 20

minutesIngredients:•    4, 6 inch tortillas•    ½ cup of Greek olive hummus
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into thin strips• 1 cup of Mediterranean microgreensDirections:1. Place the tortillas onto a flat

surface. Spread 2 tablespoons of the hummus onto the tortillas.2. On the tortillas, add a layer

of the Capicollo, ham slices, strips of red bell pepper, strips of zucchini and the Mediterranean

microgreens.3. Roll the tortillas tightly into cylinders. Slice into thin pieces.Sweet Cherry Sushi

Roll This is the perfect roll of sushi to make whenever you are craving something on the

sweeter side. It is easy to make and is perfect to satisfy those picky eaters in your

home.Makes: 1 servingTotal Prep Time: 15 minutesIngredients:• 2 fruit rolls• 2 cherries, cut

into pieces• ½ cup of rice cereal• 1 Tbsp. of butter, soft• 4 marshmallowsDirections:1. In a

saucepan set over low heat, add in the butter and marshmallows. Stir well to mix.2. Add in the

rice cereal. Stir well until coated. Remove from heat and set aside to cool.3. Place the fruit rolls

onto a flat surface. Spread the cereal mix over the fruit rolls.4. Top off with the cherry halves.5.

Roll tightly into a cylinder. Slice into rolls.6. Serve immediately.Vegetable Onigirazu

me, “A gift. Who I bought it for thinks it is very good. An ideal gift for someone that likes sushi”

The book by Carla Hale has a rating of  5 out of 3.7. 3 people have provided feedback.
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